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were glad to return to their allegiance. Augustus dismantled 
their native capital Bibracte on Mont Beuvray, and substituted 
a new town with a half-Roman, half-Gaulish name, Augusto- 
dunum (mod, Autun). During the reign of Tiberius (a.d. 21), 
they revolted under Julius Sacrovir, and seized Augustodunum, 
but were soon put down by Gaius Silius (Tacitus, Attn. iii. 
43-46). The Acdui were the first of the Gauls to receive from 
the emperor Claudius the distinction of the jus honorum. The 
oration of Eumenius (?.».), in which he pleaded for the restora
tion of the schools of his native place Augustodunum, shows 
that the district was neglected. The chief magistrate of the 
Aedui in Caesar’s time was called Vcrgobretus (according to 
Mommsen, “ judgment-worker’,’), who was elected annually, 
possessed powers of life and death, but was forbidden to go 
beyond the frontier. Certain clientes, or small communities, 
were also dependent upon the Aedui.

Kee A. E. Desjardins, Géographie de la Gaule, il (1876-1893); T R. 
Holmes, Caesar's Conquest of Gaul (1899).

AEGADIAN ISLANDS (liai. Isole Egal'r, anc. A egales In
sulae), a group of small mountainous islands oil the western 
coast of Sicily, chiefly remarkable as the scene of the defeat 
of the Carthaginian fleet by C. Lutatius Catulus in 241 n.c., 
which ended the First Punic War. Favignana (Aegusa), the 
largest, pop. (1901) 6414, lies to m. S.W. of Trapani; Levanzo 
(Photjiantia) 8 m. W.; while Maritimo, the ancient itp& vrjoor, 
iS m. W. of Trapani, is now reckoned as a part of the group., 
They belonged to the Pallavieini family of Genoa uutil 1874, 
when they were bought by Signor Flotio of Palermo.

AEGEAN CIVILIZATION, the general term for the prehistoric 
civilization, previously called " Mycenaean" because its existence 
was first brought to popular notice by Heinrich Schliemann's 
excavations at Mycenae in 1876. Subsequent discoveries, how
ever, have made it clear that Mycenae was not its chief centre 
in its earlier stages, or, perhaps, at any period; and, accordingly, 
it is more usual now to adopt a w ider geographical title.

I. Ilisloryof Discovery and Distribution of Remains.-* Mycenae 
and Ttryns arc the two principal sites on which evidence of a 
prehistoric civilization was remarked long ago by the classical 
Greeks. The curtain-wall and towers of the Mycenaean citadel, 
its gate with heraldic lions, and the great " Treasury of 
Atreus " had borne silent witness for ages before Schliemann's 
time; but they were supposed only to speak to the Homeric, or 
at farthest a ruck Heroic beginning of putcly Hellenic, civiliza
tion. It was not till Schliemarm exposed the contents of the 
graves which lay just inside the gate (see M ycenae), that 
scholars recognized the advanced stage of art to which pre
historic dwellers in the Mycenaean citadel had attained There 
had been, however, a good deal of other evident e available before 
3876, which, bad it been collated and seriously studied, might 
have discounted the sensation that the discovery of the citadel 
graves eventually made. Although it was recognized that 
certain tributaries, representede g in the XVIIIth Dynasty tomb 
of Rekhmara at Egyptian Thebes as bearing vases of peculiar 
forms, were of some Mediterranean race, neither their precise 
habitat nor the degree of their civilization could be determined 
while so few actual prehistoric remains were known in the 
Mediterranean lands. Nor did the Aegean objects which were 
lying obscurely in museums in 1870, or (hereabouts, provide a 
sufficient lest of the real basts underlying the Hellenic myths 
of the At gold, the Troad and Crete, to cause these to be taken 
seriously, Both at Sfvrcs ami Neuchâtel Aegean vases have 
been exhibited since about 1840, the provenience being in the 
one case I'hylakopc in Melos, in the oilier ( ephakmia, Ludwig 
Ross, liy hit explorations in the Greek island» from 183% onwards, 
called attention to certain early intaglios, since known as 
l  nuit teint, but it was not till i8/8 that C, T. Newton demon 
titrated these to lie no strayed Phoenician products, In 1806 
primitive structures were discovered in the bland of Therasi.r 
by quarrymen extracting poztolana for the bue» Canal work»; 
and when tin* discovery was followed up in 1870,011 the neigh
bouring Santorin (Theta), by representatives of the lien ih  
School «t Athen», much pottery of s da** now known immedi

ately to precede the typical late Aegean ware, and many stone 
and metal objects, were found and dated by the geologist 
Fouqué, somewhat arbitrarily, to 2000 B.c., by consideration 
of the superincumbent eruptive stratum. Meanwhile, in 1868, 
tombs at Ialysus in Rhodes had yielded to M. A. Biliotti many 
fine painted vases of styles which were called later the third and 
fourth “ Mycenaean ’’ ; but these, bought by John Ruskin, and 
presented to the British Museum, excited less attention than 
they deserved, being supposed to be of some local Asiatic fabric 
of uncertain date. Nor was a connexion immediately detected 
between them and the objects found four years later in a tomb 
at Menidi in- Attica and a rock-cut “ bee-hive ”  grave near the 
Argive Hcracum.

Even-Schliemann’s first excavations at Hissarlik in the Troad 
(q.v.) did not excite surprise. But the “  Burnt City ”  of his 
second stratum, revealed in 1873, with its fortifications and 
vases, and a hoard of gold, silver and bronze objects, which the 
discoverer connected with it, began to arouse a curiosity which 
was destined presently to spread far outside the narrow circle 
of scholars. As soon as Schliemann came on the Mycenae graves 
three years later, light poured from all sides on the prehistoric 
period of Greece. It was recognized that the character of both 
the fabric and the decoration of the Mycenaean objects was not 
that of any well-known art. A wide range in space was proved 
by the identification of the Insdsteine and the Ialysus vases with 
the new style, arid a wide range in time by collation of the earlier 
Theraean and Hissarlik discoveries. A relation between object» 
of art described by Homer and the Mycenaean, treasure was 
generally allowed, and a correct opinion prevailed that, while 
certainly posterior, the civilization ot the Iliad was reminiscent 
of the Mycenaean. Schliemann got to work again at Hissarlik 
in 1878, and greatly increased our knowledge of the lower strata, 
but did not recognize the Aegean remains in his “ Lydian” city 
of the sixth stratum, which were not to be fully revealed till 
Dr W-. Dorpfeld resumed the work at Hissarlik in 1892 after the 
first explorer’s death (see T road), But by laying bare in 1884 
the upper stratum of remains on the rock of Tiryns (q v.), Schlie
mann made a contribution to our knowledge of prehistoric 
domestic life which was amplified two years later by Chr. 
Tsoüntas’a discovery of the Mycenae palace. Schliemann’s work 
at Tiryns was not resumed till 190s» when it was proved, as 
had long been suspected, that an earlier palace underlies the one 
he had exposed. From 1886 dates the finding of Mycenaean 
sepulchres outside the Argolid, from which, and from the con
tinuation of Tsountas’s exploration of the buildings and lesser 
graves at Mycenae, a large treasure, independent of Schliemann's 
princely gift, has been gathered into the National Museum at 
Athens. In that year were excavated dome tombs, most already 
rilled but retaining some of their furniture, at Arkina and Eleusis 
in Attica, at Dimini near Volo in Thessaly, at Kampos on the 
west of Mount Taygetus, and at Maskarata in Cephalonia. The 
richest grave of ail was explored at Vaphio in Laconia in 1889, 
and yielded, beside* many gems and miscellaneous goldsmiths’ 
work, two golden goblets chased with scenes of bull hunting, 
and certain broken vases painted in a large bold style which 
remained an enigma till the ext avationof nosau». In 1890 and 
1893 Maes cleared out certain less rich dome-tombs at Thoricu* 
in Attica; and other grave«, cither rock cut "bee  hives" or 
chamber*, were found at Spat» and Aphidna in Attica, in Aegina 
amt Salami*, at the Heracum (see Ancon) and Nnuplui in the 
Argolid, near Thebe* ami Delphi, and not (at from the Thessalian 
Larissa. During the excavation* cm the Acropolii at Athen», 
terminated in 1888, many potsherd* of the Mycenaean style 
were found; but Olympia had yielded either none, or such a* 
had not (wen recognized before being thrown away, and the 
temple »He at Delphi produced nothing distinctively Aegean. 
The American exploration* of the Argue Hcracum, concluded 
in »89», also failed to prove that site to have been important in 
the jftehkloric titpc, though, as was to be expect tel from it# 
neighbourhood to Mycenae iuelf, there were trace#of occupation 
in the later Aegean period*, J'rebixtork research had now begun 
to txUttd beyond the Gicck mainland. Certain central Aegean
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re used. The coffins are of small size, contain corpses with the 
knees drawn up to the chin and are found in excavated chambers 
or pits. In the later period a peculiar “ bee-hive ”  tomb became 
common, sometimes wholly or partly excavated, sometimes (as 
in the magnificent Mycenaean "  Treasuries ” ) constructed dome- 
wise. The shaft-graves in the Mycenae circle are also a late 
type, paralleled in the later Onossian cemetery. The latest 
type of tomb is a flatly vaulted chamber approached by a 
horizontal or slightly inclined way, whose sides converge above. 
At no period do the Aegean dead seem to have been btfrned. 
Weapons, food, water, unguents and various trinkets were laid 
with the corpse at all periods. In the Mycenae circle an altar 
seems to have been erected over the graves, and perhaps slaves 
were killed to bear the dead chiefs company. A painted sarco
phagus, found at Hagia Triada, also possibly shows a hero-cult 
of thé dead.

(6) Artistic Production.— Ceramic art reached a specially high 
standard in fabric, form and decoration by the middle of the 
3rd millennium b.c. in Crete. The products of that period com
pare favourably with any potters’ work in the world. The 
same may be said of fresco-painting, and probably of metal 
work. Modelling in terra-cotta, sculpture in stone and ivory, 
engraving on gems, were following it closely by the beginning of 
the and millennium. After 2000 n.c- all these arts revived, and 
sculpture, as evidenced by relief work, both on a large and on a 
smifll scale, carved stone vessels, metallurgy in gold, silver and 
bronze, advanced farther. This art and those of fresco- and 
vase-painting and of gem engraving stood higher about the 
j 5th century B.c. than at any subsequent period before the 6th 
century. The manufacture, modelling and painting of faience 
objects, and the making of inlays in many materials were also 
familiar to Aegean craftsmen, who show in ail their best work a 
strong sense of natural form and an appreciation of ideal balance 
and decorative effect, such as are seen in the best products of 
later Hellenic art. Architectural ornament was also highly 
developed. The richness of the Aegean capitals and. columns 
may be judged by those from the “ Treasury of Atreus ” now set 
up in the British Museum; and of the friezes wc have examples 
in Mycenaean and Cnossian fragments, and Cnossian paintings. 
The magnificent gold work of the later period, preserved to us at 
Mycenae and Vaphio, needs only to-be mentioned, ft should be 
compared with stone work in Crete, especially the steatite vases 
with refiefs found tu Hagia Triada. On the whole, Aegean art, 
at it* two great periods, in the middle of the 3rd and 2nd millennia 
respectively, will bear comparison with any contemporary arts.

IV. Origin, Nature and History of Aegean Civilization,— The 
evidence, summarized above, though very various and volumin
ous,!* not yet sufficient to answer all the questions which may 
be asked as to the origin, nature and history of this civilization, 
or to answer any but a few questions with absolute certainty. 
We »hall try to indicate the extent to which it can legitimately 
be applied.

A. Distinctive Featurer.— The fact that Aegean civilization is 
distinguished from all others, prior or contemporary, not only 
by it* geographical area, but by leading organic characteristics, 
has never been In doubt, since its remain* came to be studied 
seriously and impartially. The truth was indeed obscured for 
a time by persistent prejudice* in favour of certain alien Medi
terranean races long known to have been in relation with the 
Aegean area in prehistoric times, e g. the Egyptian* and esperi 
ally the Phoenicians. But their claims to be the principal 
author* of the Aegean remain* grew fainter with every fresh 
Aegean discovery, and -every new light thrown on their own 
proper products; with the Cretan revelation* they reased 
altogether to be considered except by a few Homeric enthusiast* 
Briefly, we now know that the Aegean civilization developed 
these distinctive features (t) An indigenous script expressed 
In character» of which only a very small percentage are identical, 
or even obviously connected, with those of any other »cript 
This it equally true both of the pictogfaphic and the linear 
Aegean system* ft* nearest affinities are with the " Asianic " 
KripU, preserved to u* by Hittite, Cypriote and south west

Anatolian (Pamphylian, Lyciah and Carian) inscriptions. But 
neither are these affibities close enough to be of any practical 
aid in deciphering Aegean characters, nor is it by any means 
certain that there is parentage. The Aegean script may be, 
and-probably is, prior in origin to the “ Asianic and it may 
equally well be owed to a remote common ancestor, or (the small 
number of common characters being considered) be an entirely 
independent evolution from representations of natural objects 
(see Crete). (2) An Art, whose products ednnot be confounded 
with those of any other known art by a trained eye. Its obliga
tions to other contemporary arts are many and obvious, especi
ally in its later stages; but every borrowed form and motive 
undergoes an essential modification at the hands of the Aegean 
craftsman, and the product is stamped with a new character. 
The secret of this character lies evidently in a constant attempt 
to express an ideal in forms more and more closely approaching 
to realities. We delect the dawn of that spirit which afterwards 
animated Hellenic art. The fresco-paintings, ceramic motives, 
reliefs, free sculpture and toreutic handiwork of Crete have 
supplied the clearest proof of it, confirming the impression 
already created by the goldsmiths' and painters’ work of the 
Creek mainland (Mycenae, Vaphio, Tiryns). (3) Architectural 
plans and decoration. The arrangement of Aegean palaces is 
of two main types. First fand perhaps earliest in time), the 
chambers are grouped round a central court, being engaged one 
with the other in a labyrinthine complexity, and the greater 
oblongs are entered from a long side and divided longitudinally 
by pillars. Second, the main chamber is of what is known as 
the tnegaron.tj’ pe, t.e it stands free, isolated from the rest of the 
plan by corridors, is entered from a vestibule on a short side, 
and has a central hearth, surrounded by pillars and perhaps 
hypaçthral, there is no central court, and other apartments 
form distinct blocks. For possible geographical reasons for this 
duality of type see C rete. In spite of many comparisons made 
with Egyptian, Babylonian and “ Hittite " plans, both these 
arrangement* remain incongruous with any remains of prior or 
contemporary structures elsewhere. Whether cither plan suits 
the "  Homeric palace ” docs not afleet the present question. 
(4) A type of tomb, the dome or “  bee-hive,”  of which the grandest 
examples known are at Mycenae. The Cretan "  larnax " coffins, 
also, have no parallels outside the Aegean. There are other 
infinite singularities of detail; but the above ate more than 
sufficient to establish the point.

». Origin and Continuity.— With the immense expansion of 
the evidence, due to the Cretan excavation*, a question has 
arisen how far the Aegean civilization, whose total duration 
covers at least three thousand years, can be regarded as one 
and continuous. Thanks to the exploration of Cnossus, we now 
know that Aegean civilization had it* roots in a primitive Neo
lithic period, of uncertain but very long duration, represented 
by a stratum which (on that site in particular)’ is in places nearly 
20 ft. thick, and contains stone Implement* and »herds of hand
made and hand polished vessels, showing a progressive develop
ment in technique from bottom to top This Cnbssian stratum 
seems to be throughout earlier than the lowest layer at Hissarlik. 
It doses with the introduction of incised, white fitted decoration 
on pottery, whose motive* are presently found reproduced in 
monochrome pigment. Wc arc now in the beginning of the 
Bronze Age, and the first of Evans’* ”  Minoan " period* (we 
C rete), Thereafter, by exact observation of it ratification, 
eight more periods have been distinguished by the explorer of 
Cnossus, each marked by some Important development in the 
universal and necessary product* of the potter's art, the least 
destructible and therefore most generally used archaeological 
criterion. These periods fill the whole Bronze Age, with whole 
dose, by the introduction of the superior metal, iron, the Aegean 
Age i* conventionally held to end Iron came into general Aegean
use about 1000 » c , and possibly was the mean* by which a 
body of northern Invaders established their power on tha ruins 
of the ctrlier dominum. Th« important point is thii, that 
throughout the nine period*, following the Neolithic
Age (named by fcvan*. ** Minoan l ». ». j ,  II t, 1, j ,  III i,



GRAPHIC ART AEGEAN CIVILIZATION Plate I.

Fig. l .— Flying Fish Fresno, Phylakopi. 
Cf. J U S . Suppl. PajK'rs, iv.

Fig. 2.-  Hull, with leaping Bull-Fighter,Tiryns. 
Cf. Schliemann. Tiryns, Plate XIII.

Pig s Lamp Stand, Phylakopi
( (  J II S Suppl I'aJiCf*, iv. I'Utc X X 11

Fig. 4. -Middle Minoan Vase, Cnossus. 
li S A . ix. 110, Fi«. 75.

" J  *

Fig. 5 Miniature IresioeH, showing Fig. 6. Filler Vase, Zukro. 
Spn tutors ui Athletic Sjmrts, Cnossus. J II s v<4 mi, PUte XU,

Iront Photo hy In A .! Kvum.

ttv ut tty* HplU itu HswMviy» HHUiH at AtVtrtt* J »? A ), H *.«>*.



Plate II. AEGEAN CIVILIZATION PLASTIC ART

Fig. i .— Faience Plaque, Cnossus. 
£.S.A.ix. Plate III.

Fig. 2.— Marble Idols, Amorgos; 6~ri, Fiddle 
and Mallet Types, 12-14, Developed Types. 

Man (1901), 185, No. 146.

B y permission of the Royal Anthropological Institute.

Fig. 3,— Coloured Bas Relief in 
Gesso Duro, representing Male 
Torso with Fleur-de-lis Collar, 

B.S.A. vit. 17, Fig. 6,

Pig. 4.— Marble Head 
from Amorgos (Ash- 
molean Museum],

Photo by Dr A. J. Evans. 
Fig. — Bull in Painted Plaster,

Cnossus,

Figs, 6, 7, Ivory Figures and H e a ls  of Athletes, B ill Fighters or Acrobats, Cnossus.
ft -S t s i i t .  ( ' f a t e s  I f  *«4  i t F ,  u n d  j», j j  «14 

tty of t'i* «h« *ty. M»u,*h Sslt jvt .1? Afho» **}<? ()» A 1 t -, ut*



RELIGION AEGEAN CIVILIZATION Plate III,

Fig. X. -Lion Guarded Goddess and 
Shrine, on a Clay Sealing from 
Cnossus.

B.S.A, vii. so, Fig. g.

Fig. 2.— Male Divinity be
tween Lions, on a Lcntoid 
( Hem from Kydonia, Crete. 

J.I1 .S, xxi. 163, Fig. 4L

Fig. 3.— Gold Signet from Acropolis 
Treasure, Mycenae, showing the 
Goddess beneath a Sacred Tree, 
with A d o ra n ts and Sacred 
Emblems. j  US. xxi. 108, Fig. 4.

Fig. 4.— Birds on a Triad of 
Pillars, Cnossus.

ILS.A . via. 2 >, 1 ig, 1 j.

Fig, (> Dual Pillar Worship, on a Gold Signet 
Ring, Cnossus.

J II S xxi 17a, Fig. 48,

Fig. H. Façade of Small Temple«, Completes,! 
from a Fresco Painting, Cnossus, 

j  it  S  xxi ly,$. tig. 64

Fig. 5.— (.'lay Sealings from Zakro, with Minotaur Types.
B S A . vii. 143, Fig. 45.

Fig. 7 l aJenie l igure of the Gndde**, 
With Serpent Attributes, CuossU»,

}LS A, lx. 7;, Î ig, 54, try i4 tit« MfiUni. Nmi»h St luwl *i AtlMw ««4 0» A ) F»«#



Plate IV. AEGEAN CIVILIZATION t y p e s  a n d  c o st u m e s , e t c .

Fig. t.—  Tesserae of Porcelain Mosaic in Form of Houses 
and Towers, Cnossus, B.S.A. viii. is, Fig. 8.

Figs. 3, 5,— Ivory Heads 
from Spata (Attica).

Rekfcffï, I // if/hn,
jv o i, p UM. Hy of
A. HoHer, View pm. y

Fig. 4.— Fresco Painting 
of Cirl, Cnossus.

H S A. vii. S7 i ig. «7-

lig . ().—  Faience f ig 
ure of Female Vo 
tiiry of Snake Cod 
dess, Cnossus.
B.S.A. ix. 7 7 , 1 ig. 5C

l ig. 7,— Keftiu (Cre
tan) Hearing Wgean 
Vase as Tribute to 
Pharaoh,

J r » m  f t  K  I !.■ *!! oU -.iC n  
lU&lliOH in (,rrne ( tyo* I

ff>’ t ïir V-'. if»V
Vt nmiUm

&»&***

Fig. 2.— Cup-Bearer, Cnossus. 
Photo by Pr A. J. Evans.

Fig. 5.— Sec Fig. 3.
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», 3 "  ; see Crete), there is evidence of a perfectly orderly 
and continuous evolution in, at any rate, ceramic art. From 
one stage to another, fabrics, forms and motives of decoration 
develop gradually; so that, at the close of a span of more than 
two thousand years, at the least, the influences of the beginning 
can still be clearly seen and no trace of violent artistic intrusion 
can be detected. This fact, by itself, would go far to prove 
that the civilization continued fundamentally and essentially 
the same throughout. It is, moreover, supported by less abun
dant remains of other arts. That of painting in fresco, for in
stance, shows the same orderly development from at any rate 
Period II. a to the end. About institutions we have less certain 
knowledge, there being but little evidence for the earlier periods; 
but in the documents relating to religion, the most significant of 
all, it can at least be said that there is no trace of sharp change. 
We sec evidence of a uniform Nature Worship passing through all 
the normal stages down to thcoanthropism in the latest period. 
There is no appearance of intrusive deities or cult-ideas. We 
may take it then (and the fact is not disputed even by those 
who, like Dorpfcld, believe in one thorough racial change, at 
least, during the Bronze Age) that the Aegean civilization was 
indigenous, firmly rooted and strong enough to persist essen
tially unchanged and dominant in its own geographical area 
throughout the Neolithic and Bronze Ages. This conclusion 
can hardly entail less than a belief that, at any rate, the mass 
of those who possessed this civilization continued racially the 
same.

There are, however, in certain respects at certain periods, 
evidences of such changes as might be due to the intmsion of 
small conquering castes, which adopted the superior civilization 
of the conquered people and became assimilated to the latter. 
The earliest palace at Cnossus was built probably in Period II. 
i or J. It was of the type mentioned first in the description 
of palace-plans above. Before Period III. i it was largely re
built, and arguments have been brought forward by Dorpfcld 
to show that features of the second type were then introduced. 
A similar rebuilding took place at the same epoch at Phaestus, 
and possibly at Hagia Triada. Now the second type, the 
“  megaron ’’ arrangement, characterizes peculiarly the palaces 
discovered in the north of the Aegean area, at Mycenae, Tiryns 
and Hissarlik, where up to the present no signs of the first type, 
so chararteristic of Crete, have been observed. These northern 
"  mrgara ” arc all of late date, none being prior to Minoan III. i. 
At Phylakope, a “ megaron " appears only in the uppermost 
Aegean stratum, the underlying structures being more in con
formity with the earlier Cretan. At the same epoch a notable 
change took plate in the Aegean script. The pictographic 
characters, found on seals and discs of Period II. in Crete, had 
given way entirely to a linear system by Period III. That 
system thenceforward prevailed exclusively, suffering a slight 
modification again in 111. a and 3.

'these and other less well marked changes, say some critics, 
arc signs of a racial convulsion not long after zooo B.C, An old 
race was conquered by a new, even if, in matters of civilization, 
the former capta vktorem crpn. For these race* respectively 
Dörpfeld suggests the names " Lytian " and " Cnrian, " the 
Utter coming in from the north Aegean, whrrc Greek tradition 
rcmem!>crcd its former dominance. These names do not greatly 
help u*. If wc are to accept and profit by Dörplrld't nomen
clature, we must be satisfied that, in their later historié habitats, 
both Lycians and Carians showed unmistakable signs of having 
formerly possessed the civilizations attributed to them I« pre
historic times -signs which research ha* hitherto wholly (ailed 
to find, 'I1»e most that can be said to be capable of proof is 
the infiltration of some northern influence into Crete at the end 
of Minoan Period II. ; but it probably brought about no change 
of dynasty and certainly no change in the prevailing race.

A good deal of anthropometric investigation has been devoted 
to human remains of the Aegean epoch, especially to skulls and 
bone* found in Crete in tombs of Period II. The reault of this, 
however, ha* not an far established more than the (act that 
the Aegean races, a* a whole, belonged to the dark, long headed

Homo Mediterrantus, whose probable origin lay in mid-eastern 
Africa— a fact only valuable in the present connexion in so far 
as it tends to discredit an Asiatic source for Aegean civilization. 
Not enough evidence has been collected to affect the question 
of racial change during the Aegean period. From the skull- 
forms studied, it would appear, as we should expect, that the 
Aegean race was by no means pure even in the earlier Minoan 
periods. It only remains to be added that there is some ground 
for supposing that the language spoken In Crete before the later 
Doric was non-Hellenic, but Indo-European. This inference 
rests on three inscriptions in Greek characters but non-Greek 
language found ln E. Crete. The language has some apparent 
affinities with Phrygian. The inscriptions are post-Aegean by 
many centuries, but they occur in the part of the island known 
to Homer as that inhabited by the Eteo-Cretans, or aborigines. 
Their language may prove to be that of the Linear tablets.

C. History of Aegean Civilisation.— History of an inferential 
and summary sort only can be derived from monument* in the 
absence of written records. The latter do, indeed, exist in the 
case of the Cretan civilization and in great numbers; but they 
arc undcciphered and likely to remain so, except in the im
probable event of the discovery of a long bi-lingual text, partly 
couched In some familiar script and language. Even in that 
event, the information which would be derived from the Cnossian 
tablets would probably make but a small addition to history* 
since in very large part they are evidently mere inventorie» of 
tribute and stores. The engraved gems probably record divine 
or human names. (See C rete.)

(j) Chronology.— The earliest chronological datum that wo 
possess is inferred from a dose similarity between certain Cretan 
hand-made and polished vases of Minoan Period I. 1 and other* 
discovered by Petrie at Abydos In Egypt and referred by him 
to the 1st Dynasty. He goes so far as to pronounce the latter 
to be Cretan importations, their fabric and forms being unlike 
anything Nilotic. If that be so, the period at which «tone im
plements were beginning to be superseded by bronze in Crete 
must be dated before 4000 b .c. But it will be remembered that 
below all Evans's "  Minoan ”  strata lies the immensely thick 
Neolithic deposit. To date the beginning of this earliest record 
of human production is impossible at present. The Neolithic 
stratum varies very much in depth, ranging from nearly 20 ft, 
to 3 ft., but is deepest on the highest part of the hillock. It* 
variations may be due equally to natural denudation of a stratum 
once of uniform depth, or to the artificial heaping up of a mound 
by later builders. Even were certainty as to these alternative* 
attained, wc could only guess at the average rate of accumula
tion, which experience. shows to proceed very differently on 
different sites and under different social and climatic conditions, 
In later periods at Cnossus accumulation seem* to have proceeded 
at a rate of, toughly, 3 ft. per thousand years. Reckoning by 
that standard we might push the earliest Neolithic remain* back 
behind ro.ooo B.c,; but the calculation would be worthy of little 
credence.

Passing by certain fragments of stone vessels, found at Cnossu*,
and coincident with forms character ist it of the IVth Pharaonic 
Dynasty, we reach another fairly certain date in the synchronism 
of remains belonging to the XUth Dynasty (c. 3500 b.c . accord
ing to l ’etrie, but Jitter according to the Berlin School) with 
producta of Minoan Period II. a. Characteristic Cretan |tottery 
of this period was found by Petrie in the laytim iu conjunction 
with X llth  Dynasty remains, and various Cretan ptoducUof the 
period show striking coincidences with X U th Dynasty styles, 
especially in their adoption of apiraliform ornament, 'lire spiral, 
however, it must be confessed, occurs so often in natural objecta 
(e g. horn*, climbing plant*, »having* of wood or metal) that too 
much »tress must not be laid on the mutual parentage of spirali- 
fortn otnament in different civilisation», A diorite statuette, 
referable by It» style and inscription to Dynasty X III., wa* du* 
covered in deposit of Period II. j  in the Central Court, and a 
cartouche of the “ Shepherd Xing," Xhyart, was also found at 
Cnossus, He is usually dated about tyoo » c, This brings us 
to the next and most certain synchronism, that of Minoan Period*
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III. i, j, with Dynasty XVIII. (c. 1600-1400 B.c.). This co
incidence has been observed not only at Cnossus, but previously, 
in connexion with discoveries of scarabs and other Egyptian 
objects made at Mycenae, Ialysus, Vaphio, &c. In Egypt itself 
Kefti tributaries, bearing vases of Aegean form, and themselves 
similar in fashion of dress and arrangement of hair to figures on 
Cretan frescoes and gems of Period III,, are depicted under this 
and the succeeding Dynasties (e.g. Rekhmara tomb at Thebes). 
Actual vases of late Minoan style have been found with remains 
of Dynasty XVIII., especially in the town of Amenophis IV. 
Akhenaton at Tell el-Amarna; while in the Aegean area itself 
we have abundant evidence of a great wave of Egyptian influence 
beginning with this same Dynasty. To this wave were owed in 
all probability the Nilotic scenes depicted on the Mycenae 
daggers, on frescoes of Hagia Triada and Cnossus, on pottery of 
Zakro, on the shell-relief of Phaestus, &c.; and also many forms 
and fabrics, e.g, certain Cretan coffins, and the faience industry 
of Cnossus. These serve to date, beyond all reasonable question, 
Periods III. i-a in Crete, the shaft-graves in the Mycenae circle, 
the Vaphio tomb, &c., to the 16th and 15th centuries B.C., and 
Period III. 3 with the lower town at Mycenae, the majority of 
the sixth stratum at Hissarlik, the Ialysus burials, the upper 
stratum at Phylakope, &c., to the century immediately suc
ceeding,

The terminus ad quern is less certain— iron does not begin to 
be used for weapons in the Aegean till after Period III. 3, and 
then not exclusively. It we fix its introduction to about tooo 
B.C. and make it coincident with the incursion of northern tribes, 
remembered by the classical Greeks as the Dorian Invasion, we 
must allow that this incursion did not altogether stamp out 
Aegean civilization, at least in the southern part of its area. 
But it finally destroyed the Cnossian palace and initiated the 
“ Geometric ” Age, with which, for convenience at any rate, we 
may close the history of Aegean civilization proper.

(j) Annals.—*From these anti other data the outlines of primi
tive history in the Aegean may be sketched thus. A people, 
agreeing in its prevailing skull-forms with the Mediterranean 
race of N, Africa, was settled in the Aegean area from a remote 
Neolithic antiquity, but, except in Crete, where insular security 
was combined with great natural fertility, remained in a savage 
and unproductive condition until far into the 41h millennium 
B.c, In Crete, however, it had long been developing a certain 
civilization, and at a period more or less contemporary with 
Dynasties XI, and XII. (2500 B.c. ?) the scattered communities 
of the centre of the island coalesced into a strong monarchical 
state, whose capital was at Cnossus. 'I here the king, probably 
also high priest Of the prevailing nature-cult, built a great stone 
palace, and received the tribute of feudatories, of whom, prob
ably, the prince of Phaestus, who commanded the Messarâ plain, 
was chief, The Cnossian monarch had maritime relations with 
Egypt, and presently sent his wares ait over the S. Aegean (e.g 
to Melos in the earlier Second City Period of Phylakope) and to 
Cyprus, receiving in return such commodities as Melian obsidian 
knives. A system of pictographic writing came into use catty 
in this Palace period, but only a few documents, made of durable 
material, have survived. Pictorial art of a purely indigenous 
character, whether on ceramic material or plaster, made great 
strides, and from ceramic forms we may legitimately infer also 
a high skill in metallurgy, 1 he absence of fortifications both 
at Cnossus and Phaestus suggest that at this lime Crete was in
ternally peaceful and externally secure. Small seulement*, in 
very Hesse relation with the capital, were founded in the east of 
the island to command fertile districts and assist maritime 
commerce, Gmimia and Pahikasiro fulfilled troth these ends: 
ÿakro must have had mainly a commercial purpose, a* the 
starting point for the African < oast. The acme of this dominion 
was reached about the end of the 3rd millennium » c., and there
after there ensued a certain, though not very serious, decline. 
Meanwhile, at other favourable spots in the Aegean, but chiefly, 
ft appears, on sites in easy relation to maritime commerce, 1*  
Tiryns and Ifissaritk, other Communities of the early race ftegan 
to arrive at civilization, but were ttatufally influenced by the
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more advanced culture of Crete, in proportion to their nearness 
of vicinity. Early Hissarlik shows less Cretan influence and 
more external (»'.«. Asiatic) than early Melos, The inner Greek 
mainland remained still in a backward state. Five hundred 
years later— about 1600 B.c.— we observe that certain striking 
changes have taken place. The Aegean remains have become 
astonishingly uniform over the whole area; the local ceramic 
developments have almost ceased and been replaced by ware of 
one general type both of fabric and decoration. The Cretans 
have stayed their previous decadence, and are once more pos
sessors of a progressive civilization. They have developed a 
more convenient and expressive written character by stages of 
which one is best represented by the tablets of Hagia Triada. 
The art of all the area gives evidence of one spirit and common 
models ; in religious representations it shows the same anthropo
morphic personification and the same ritual furniture. Objects 
produced in one locality are found in others. The area of Aegean 
intercourse has widened and become more busy. Commerce 
with Egypt, for example, has increased in a marked degree, and 
Aegean objects or imitations of them are found to have begun 
to penetrate into Syria, inland Asia Minor, and the central and 
western Mediterranean lands, e.g. Sicily, Sardinia and Spain. 
There can be little doubt that a strong power was now fixed in one 
Aegean centre, and that all the area had come under its political, 
social and artistic influence.

How was this brought about, and what was the imperial 
centre? Some change seems to have come from the north; 
and there arc those who go so far as to say that the centre 
henceforward was the Argolid, and especially •' golden " Mycenae, 
whose lords imposed a new type of palace and a modification 
of Aegean art on all other Aegean lands. Others again cite the 
old-established power and productivity of Crete; the immense 
advantage it derived from insularity, natural fertility and geo
graphical relation to the wider area of east Mediterranean 
civilizations; and the absence of evidence elsewhere for the 
gradual growth of a culture powerful enough to dominate the 
Aegean. They point to the fact that, even in the new period, the 
palm for wealth and variety of civilized production still remained 
with Crete. There alone wc have proof that the art of writing 
was commonly practised, and there tribute-tallies suggest an 
imperial organization; there the arts of painting and sculpture 
in stone were most highly developed ; there the royal residences, 
which had never been violently destroyed, though remodelled, 
continued unfortified; whereas on the Greek mainland they 
required strong protective works. The golden treasure of the 
Mycenae graves, these critics urge, is not more splendid than 
would have been found at Cnossus had royal burials been spared 
by plunderers, or been happened upon intact by modern ex
plorers. It is not impossible to combine these views, and place 
the seat of power still in Crete, but ascribe the Renascence there 
to an influx of new blood from the north, targe enough to instil 
fresh vigour, hut too small to change the civilization in its 
essential character,

If this dominance was Cretan, it was short-lived. The security 
of the island was apparently violated not long after tjoo «,<?,, 
the Cnossian palace was sacked and burned, and Cretan art 
su (Tercel an irreparable blow. As the comparatively lifeless 
character which it possesses in the succeeding period (111. 3) 
is coincident with a similar decadence all over the Aegean area, 
wc can hardly escape from the conclusion that it was clue to the 
invasion of all the Aegean lands (or at least the Greek mainland 
and riles) by some less civilized conquerors, who remained 
politically dominant, but, like their forerunners, having no 
culture of their own, adopted, while they spoiled, that which 
they fount], Who these were wc cannot say, but the prob
ability is that they too came from the north, and were pre- 
cursors of the later " Hellene*.” Under their rule jieaee was 
re established, arid art production became again abundant 
among the subject population, though of inferior quality, The 
Cnossian palate was rc-oceupled 111 it* northern part by < Kiel tain* 
who have left numerous rich graves; and general commercial 
intercourse must have been resumed, for the uniformity of Ur*
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decadent Aegean products and their wide distribution become 
more marked than ever.

About jooo b .c. there happened a final catastrophe. The 
palace at Cnossus was once more destroyed, and never rebuilt 
or re-inhabited. Iron took the place of Bronze, and Aegean art, 
as a living thing, ceased on the Greek mainland and in the Aegean 
isles including Crete, together with Aegean writing. In Cyprus, 
and perhaps on the south-west Anatolian coasts, there is some 
reason to think that the cataclysm was less complete, and Aegean 
art continued to languish, cut off from its fountain-head. Such 
artistic faculty as survived elsewhere issued in the lifeless 
geometric style which is reminiscent of the later Aegean, but 
wholly unworthy of it. Cremation took the place of burial of 
the dead. This great disaster, which cleared the ground for 
a new growth of local art, was probably due to yet another in
cursion of northern tribes, more barbarous than their predecessors, 
but possessed of superior iron weapons— those tribes which later 
Greek tradition and Homer knew as the Dorians. They crushed 
a civilization already hard hit; and it took two or three centuries 
for the artistic spirit, instinct in the Aegean area, and probably 
preserved in suspended animation by the survival of Aegean 
racial elements, to blossom anew On this conquest seems to 
have ensued a long period of unrest and popular movements, 
known to Greek tradition as the Ionian Migration and the Aeolic 
and Dorian " colonizations and when once more wc see the 
Aegean area clearly, it is dominated by Hellenes, though it has 
not lost all memory of its earlier culture.
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AEGEAN SEA, a part of the Mediterranean Sea, being the 

archipelago between Greece on the west and Asia Minor on the 
east, bounded N by European Turkey, and connected by the 
Dardanelles with the Sea of Marmora, and so with the Black Sea. 
The name Archipelago (q.v.) was formerly applied specifically to 
this sea The origin of the name Aegean Is uncertain. Various 
derivations are given by the ancient grammarians-one from 
the town of Aegae, another from Aegea, a queen of the Amazons 
who perished in this sea; and a third from Aegeus, th* father 
of Theseus, who. supposing hi* son dead, drowned himself in it. 
The ioliowing are the chief islands,•”“ Thft»o*, in the extreme 
north, off the Macedonian coast; Samot (trace, fronting the 
Gulf of Sarot; Itnbros and Lemnos, in prolongation of the 
peninsula of Gallipoli ( Thracian Chersonese), F.uboca. the largest 
of all lying close along the east coast of Greece; the Northern 
SjKtratlf*, including fkiatho*. Stopclos ami lfalonesos, running 
out iront the southern extremity of the Thessalian coast, and 
Seyms, with its satellites, north east of Euboea, Lesbos and 
Chios, Samos and Nikaria, Cos. with Calymno* to the north; 
all off Asia Minor, with the many other islands of the S(M»rades; 
anti, lutally, the great group of the Cyt lades, of whir h the largest 
ate Andros and Tent», Nazi» and Pams. Many of the Aegean 
islands, or chains of islands, are at timllv prolongation* of pro» 
mon tories of the mainland. Two main chains tuend right

across the sca~the one through Scyros and Psara (between which 
shallow banks intervene) to Chios and the hammer-shaped 
promontory east of it; and the other running from the south
eastern promontory of Euboea and continuing the axis of that 
island, in a southward curve through Andros, Tenos, Myconos, 
Nikaria and Samos. A third curve, from the south-easternmost 
promontory of the Peloponncse through Cerigo, Crete, Carpathos 
and Rhodes, marksoff the outer deeps of the open Mediterranean 
from the shallow seas of the archipelago, but the Cretan Sea, in 
which depths occur over tooo fathoms, intervenes, north of the 
line, between it and the Aegean proper. The Aegean itself is 
naturally divided by the island-chains and the ridges from which 
they rise into a series of basins or troughs, the deepest of which 
is that in the north, extending from the coast of Thessaly to 
the Gulf of Saros, and demarcated southward by the Northern 
Sporades, Lemnos, Imbros and the peninsula of Gallipoli. The 
greater part of this trough is over 600 fathoms deep. The pro
fusion of islands and their usually bold elevation give beauty 
and picturesqueness to the sea, but its navigation is difficult 
and dangerous, notwithstanding the large number of safe and 
commodious gulfs and bays. Many of the islands are of volcanic 
formation; and a well-defined volcanic chain bounds the Cretan 
Sea on the north, including Milo and Kimolos, Santorin (Thera) 
and Thcrasia, and extends to Nisyros. Others, such as Paros, 
are mainly composed of marble, and iron ore occurs in some. 
The larger islands have some fertile and well-watered valleys 
and plains. The chief productions are wheat, wine, oil, mastic, 
figs, raisins, honey, wax, cotton and silk. The people are em
ployed in fishing for coral and sponges, as well as for bîeam, 
mullet and other fish. The men arc hardy, well built and hand
some; and the women are noted for their beauty, the ancient 
Greek type being well preserved. The Cyclades and Northern 
Sporades, with Euboea and small islands under the Greek shore, 
belong to Greece; the other islands to Turkey.

AEGEUS, in Greek legend, son of Pandion and grandson of 
Cccrops, was king of Athens and the father of Theseus. He was 
deposed by his nephews, but Theseus defeated them and re
instated his father. When Theseus set out for Crete to deliver 
Athens from the tribute to the Minotaur he promised Aegeus 
that, if he were successful, he would change the black sail carried 
by his ship for a white one. But, on his return, he forgot to 
hoist the white sail, and his father, supjtosing that his son had 
lost his life, threw himself from a high rock on which he was 
keeping watch into the sea, which was afterwards called the 
Aegean. The Athenians honoured him with a statue and a 
shrine, and one of the Attic demes was named after him.

Plutarch, Theseus; Pausanias i. 22; Hyginus, Tab. 43; Catullus 
Ixiv. 307.

AEGINA (F.oina or Encia), an Island of Greece in the Saronic 
Gulf, 30 m. from the l ’eiraeu*. Tradition derives the mime from 
Aegina, the mother of Aeacus, who was born in and ruled the 
island. In *ha|>e Aegina istriangular, 8 m. long from N W. to 
S.E., and 6 m. broad, with an urea of altout 41 sq, tn. Th* 
western side consists of stony but fertile plains, which are well 
cultivated and produce luxuriant crops of grain, with some cotton, 
vine*, almond* and fig*. The rest of the island is rugged and 
mountainnu*. The southern end rises in the conical Mount Oro*, 
and the Panhcllenian ridge strclihe* northward with narrow 
fertile valley* on either aide. From the absence of marshes the 
climate i* the most healthy in Greece. The island form# part 
of the modern nomas of Attica and Boeotia, of which it form* 
an epari hy, The *j>onge fisheries are of considerable importance. 
The chief town is Aegina, situated at the north-west end of th* 

Island, the summer residence of many Athenian merchants. 
Capo dTstria, to whom there is a statue in the principal square, 
erected there a large building, intended for a barrack*, which was 
subsequently used a* « museum, » library and *1 school The 
museum was the first institution of it* kind in Greece, but the 
collection was transferred to Athens in 1834.

A ufiy«t/ici.— The archaeological interest of Arabia I* centred 
in the well known temple on the ridge near lire northern corner 
of the island Excavation* were made on it* site in iki t  by
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